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Turner, in 1544, referred to 'a Larus' and called it 'stern', apparently the 
Black Tern Chlidonias niger. Willughby, in 1678, referred to the terns as 

'the least sort of gull, having a forked tail'. Gesner (1516-1565) referred to 
three terns in the genus Larus as well as gulls, and in 1662 Sir Thomas 
Browne wrote of 'Lari, seamews and cobs' in Norfolk, including Larus cinereus, 
apparently the Common Tern Sterna hirundo, commonly called Sterne, but also 
of the "Hirundo marirui or sca-swallowe, a bird much larger than a Swallow 
Hirundo rustica, neat, white and fork-tailed. 

The confusion with gulls continued for many years; indeed, it still does. In 
the General Synopsis, 1781, Latham knew the Common Tern well enough to 
publish an accurate plumage description, but he did not recognise Arctic S. 
paradisaea, Roseate S. dougallii and Sandwich Terns S. sandvicensis. Briinnich, 
however, had described the Arctic Tern as a separate species in 1764, despite 
Henry Seebohm's later assertion that the distinction was not made until 1819. 

Montagu did not mention Arctic Tern in his 1802 Dictionary of British Birds, 
although he was good enough to distinguish difficult pairs such as Hen Circus 
cyaneus and Montagu's Harriers C. pygargus. Iinnaeus, in 1758, made no men
tion of the Arctic Tern either, although it is likely that the bird he described 
under the name Sterna hirundo hirundo was actually a specimen of an Arctic, not 
a Common Tern. 

The identification of Common, Arctic and Roseate Terns in the field still 
presents a challenge. Many people stick too easily to 'commie tern' in their 
notebooks. It is a pity that the names lend themselves so well to such short
hand, but even those who try harder often struggle. Quite rightly, too, on 
occasion, as the terns are difficult and sometimes impossible; but given a good 
enough view they should not be. 

Publication of this review paper is timed to coincide with the launch later this month by 
Hamlyn of a major new series of bird monographs, including The Common Tern by R. A. 
Hume and The Kestrel by Mike Shrubb. Fig. 1 is published in colour courtesy of Hamlyn. 
British Birds subscribers have the opportunity to obtain all the books in this new series at 
EXCLUSIVE reduced prices. 
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The willingness to avoid identification was largely a fault of poor guide 
books until the 1970s and early 1980s. The hard work had been done long 
before, but field guides failed to pass on advances. For years the separation of 
Common from Arctic rested on correct but difficult features such as leg length 
and bill colour. A flying tern at long range, or against the light, rarely gives a 
chance to judge such things; if it perched, perhaps the relative length of tail 
and wingtips would help. 

As for young ones, and winter adults, nothing helpful was oifcrcd by guides, 
although there were clues in detailed works such as Tlie Handbook of British 
Birds by H. F. Withcrby and his team. 

John Walpole-Bond, in his review of the birds of Sussex, reminded us that 
these terns were 'damnably difficult' in the field. T. A. Coward, in Tlie Birds of 
the British Isles and their Eggs, in 1920, mentioned differences in bill colour, but 
stressed that the pair was tricky in the field although generally easily separated 
in the hand. The safest feature was the pattern of grey and white on the outer 
primary. 

It was Richard Richardson who began to see better ways of telling Com
mon from Arctic when they were flying overhead. 'RAR' lived and bird-
watched at Cley from 1940, perfect for a tern-watcher. In 1953, he published 
a note in British Birds (46: 411-412) in which he credited Mr Gordon Rayncr 
for drawing to his attention a character 'widely used by observers in Scandi
navia and the Low Countries' but overlooked in Britain. The dark lips under 
the outer primaries make a different pattern on Common compared with Arc
tic, and on Arctic Tern the feathers look pale and translucent; on Common, 
only the innermost four primaries look like that, making a distinctive light 
•patch behind the bend of the wing. An editorial comment said that 'even in 
this country, this difference has long been used by some' but queried whether 
it was 100% reliable (Richardson knew it was). 

Collins Pocket Guide to British Birds by Fitter & Richardson, in 1952, gave the 
usual summary of field marks. Only later editions included a good, complete 
discussion of identification features, including differences in undcrwing pattern 
and translucency noted by Richardson. His paintings in the guide, prepared 
before 1952, do nothing to show them. 

A Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe by Peterson, Mountfort & Hol-
lom (1954) did not include Richardson's points. Birdwatchers without BB had 
to wait for later editions of this and the Pocket Guide to see them. Later editions 
of. the Field Guide managed a good summary of identification points for adult 
terns, but again missed the opportunity properly to illustrate the underwings. 
In 1972, Heinzel, Fitter & Parslow published The Birds of Britain and Europe with 
North Africa and tlie Middle East and made a stab at showing the proper pattern. 
In America, the Peterson guide, A Field Guide to the Birds, did not include the 
wing patterns until the revised version of 1980. 

The importance of the upperwings had been overlooked in attempts to get 
the underwing right. Actually, all was there to see in Sea Terns or Sea Swallows 
by George & Anne Marples, published in 1934, complete with good photo
graphs of specimens, and, even in A British Bird Book by Kirkman (1912), illus
trations by A. W. Seaby and G. E. Lodge showed the upperwing differences 
(and underwing of Roseate) perfecdy, but without anyone noticing their value. 
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Fig. 1. Roseate Sterna dougatlii, Arctic S. paradisaea and Common Terns S. hirundo (Mormon Arlott) 
ADULT SUMMER ROSEATE TERN (top): largely black bill (red base later in summer, inset right), pale 
body, dark outer primaries (black outer web of longest can be striking) with white tips to inner 
webs; very long tail projecting beyond short wings. 

ADULT SUMMER ARCTIC TKRN (second from top): all-red bill, all-pale primaries, tail extending 
beyond wingtips; greyer underbody and short legs. 

ADULT SUM.MRR COMMON TERN (middle): black-tipped bill, contrast between inner and outer pri
maries, shorter tail, longer legs than Arctic. Inset head (left) shows black-billed eastern race 
ims^penntf. 

WINTER COMMON TKRN (second from bottom): blacker bill with red base, white forehead. 

JUVENILE COMMON TERN (bottom): scaly upperparts with gingery wash; blackish lesser coverts; 

gingery wash to white forehead; pinkish bill. 

In the late 1960s, I noticed differences and wrote a note to BB, naively 
thinking I was onto something new, to be told by the editor, Pat Bonham, 
that he and others had been using these marks for years. It was a response 
like the editors' comment to Richardson's 1953 note. 

The late Peter Grant, already responsible for working out the identification 
of juveniles, was nevertheless very interested and typically encouraging (and if 
that's so, he said, why didn't they tell anyone?). Between us we drafted a 
paper, published in British Birds (67: 133-136) in 1974. Meanwhile, Bonham 
had been more thorough and found references to the same pattern by J.-P. 
Vande Weghe, in Aves of 1966. So much for being first with anything. 

Overlooked for years, Vande Weghe's characters provided a new way to 
pick out Common from Arctic Terns: the infinitely difficult pair suddenly 
became quite easy at very long range; sometimes. 

Field guides were slow to catch on. Lars Jonsson at last showed the way 
with fine illustrations in Birds of Sea and Coast in 1977 (English translation 
1978). Otherwise, few showed upperwing differences. 

At die same time, Roseate Tern caused confusion, too often described as 
exceptionally elegant and graceful. In fact, despite long tail streamers, it has 
relatively short wings, and bats along at speed almost like a Little Tern S. albi-
frons. Its direct flight is less elegant, easy and graceful than that of either Com
mon or Arctic. 

Of juveniles, nothing much was said. The great Witherby Handbook had 
adequate descriptions but little on field marks. Once the underwings were sorted 
out by Richardson, juveniles became easier. Poor illustrations—the Handbook 
gives young Roseate orange-yellow legs for example—added to the confusion. 

Then, in 1969, along came Bob Scott and Peter Grant to write a break
through paper on field identification of young Common, Arctic and Roseate 
Terns, published in British Birds (62: 297-299).' 

Other aspects of terns helped in identification. Peter Grant pointed out the 
importance of differing moult cycles. An adult Common or Arctic, in August 
or September, with its inner primaries in moult and gaps in die secondaries, 
has to be Common. Ragged-winged terns, with straggly tails and even white 
foreheads in late summer and autumn, became obvious Commons, because 
Arctics did not begin to moult until they were in winter quarters. 

Fig. 1. is taken from 'The Common Tern by Rob Hume, and its inclusion in colour in British Birds has 
been sponsored by the book's publisher, Hamlyn 
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Descriptions 
Adults 

HEAD AND BODY 

Adults have jet-black cap, complete in breeding plumage, but with white fore
head in winter. The white line between cap and gape is broader on Common 
than on Arctic. Roseate has a more domed head, the cap angled down onto 
the hindneck, often exaggerated by a more upright stance. Even in flight, 
Roseate sometimes has an appreciably broader, rounder look to the head. 

The upperside of Common and Arctic is soft, pale grey; Roseate is paler. The 
rump of adult Common is white, faintly suffused with grey in winter; on 
Arctic it is white. The cheeks are white, blending into the greyer underside of 
the body. On Arctic, the grey is a touch darker, the white cheeks a fraction more 
contrasting. This 'white streak' effect can be obvious, but a lot depends on the 
light. The underside of Common is soft pale grey, sometimes widi a pinkish or 
lilac tinge; on Arctic it is smokier grey, whereas Roseate is nearly white, more or 
less tinged pink, below. The whiteness is particularly marked (and useful) at 
rest. 

Fig. 2. Diagram of uppersides of (left to right) Arctic Sterna paradisaea, Common S. himndo and 
Roseate Terns S. dougallii. Note: ARCTIC short bill, round head, short neck'and pale primaries; 
COMMON longer bill and neck, dark streaks on outer primaries; ROSEA'IE'paler appearance, blacker 

bill, short dark streaks on wingtip (R. A. Hume) 

UPPERYVTNG 

The four or five inner primaries of Common are pale grey widi white tips. 
The outer five or six have a pale grey bloom, which wears away to reveal 
blackish barbs beneath. The shafts are thick, stiff and.white; the outer webs 
blackish. The outer two feathers are less black on the inner webs than the 
next few. As the feathers get older, the pale bloom wears off and the overlap
ping parts become progressively blacker. On Arctic the primaries are more uni
form above, often with a paler effect towards the tip. 

Common moults its primaries, starting with die innermost in early autumn, 
as early as late July (more rarely even at the end of May). The inner three or 
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four are replaced before autumn migration. Some secondaries and coverts are 
shed, producing a ragged line of white across the upperwing and an uneven 
trailing edge. The tail is partially moulted, too. The outer primary feathers 
remain unchanged, to be replaced in winter. For a time, in winter, the whole 
outer primary area looks pale and silvery. 

In the following spring, before the migration north, the inner feathers are 
replaced again. A Common Tern reaching Europe in spring has new inner 
primaries of pearly grey and older outer ones, which can look contrastingly 
dark. The oldest feadier in die middle contrasts most strongly with die new, 
pale ones, making a small, grey wedge or notch effect. By autumn, die outer primary 
feathers are worn and much blacker, while die inner ones remain pale. 

On Arctic, the primaries are all of similar colour, the outer ones lacking 
most of the underlying black. If anything, Arctic looks paler towards the 
wingtip, adding to its physical lightness. All the primaries are replaced late in 
the year, after migration (so autumn birds in western Europe look neat and 
pale). In spring there is no contrast between inner and outer primaries and they all re
main pale through the summer and autumn. 

At rest, die pale inner/darker outer primaries contrast is obvious on 
Common (just beyond die tertials) whereas diere is no such contrast on Arctic. 

Fig:" 3. Diagram of undersides of (left to right) Arctic Sterna paradisaea, Common S. himndo and 
Roseate Terns S. dmigallii. Note: ARCTIC grey body, very pale underside of (translucent) primaries 
with narrow, tapered dark trailing edge; COMMON broader, dusky trailing edge to opaque outer 
primaries, cut off square against translucent inner ones; ROSEATE very pale body, pale trailing 

edge to dark-streaked outer primaries (R. A. Hume) 

UNDERWING 

The broad, dark, smudgy trailing edge on the outer five or six primaries of 
Common is cut off square. On Arctic, a thinner, crisper line tapers inwards along 
the outer seven feadiers. Roseate has subterminal dark marks on die outer 
feathers, but the extreme tips of all the primaries are white. 

All the primaries and secondaries on Arctic look semi-transparent against a 
bright sky. On Common, only the inner four make a paler patch against die 
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opaque outer secondaries and outer primaries. This is often obvious on a bird 
(lying overhead, but also on a bird flying low against the light. Beware the 
bird overhead with the underwing lit strongly by the sun: the primaries look 
bright white and will be 'translucent' only if at least some light is coming 
through from behind. On Roseate, the outer primaries make a long opaque 
wedge, the rest and outer secondaries being semi-translucent. 

BARE PARTS 

In spring, adult Common has a bright orange-red bill with a black or brownish 
tip. Its legs are vivid red. Arctic has deep red legs and a blood-red or deep scar
let bill, with no black tip. In summer, some Commons have little black (and 
rarely-seen presumed immatures may have blackish bills), but the difference 
holds good in 99 cases out of 100. The orange-red is distinctly different from 
uhe deep red of Arctic. Roseate has a black bill, dark red at the base in spring; 
by late summer, half, even two-thirds, becomes rich orange-red, leaving a large 
black tip reminiscent of Common. The bill of Common is rauher stout and 
long; that of Arctic shorter, deeper-based but sharp-tipped. 

JUVENILES 

Juveniles are sometimes easier to tell apart man adults. Commons share their 
parents' slightiy heavier, broader appearance compared with Arctics, but all 
young terns have shorter, rounder wings than adults, and are consequently 
quicker, more flappy, in flight. Commons look grey, white and black, with 
more or less of a gingery-brown tinge on top. Young Arctics, almough 
marked heavily with scaly crescents above, look purer grey and white at a dis
tance. Young Roseates have dark foreheads and very scaly upperparts, wim a 
contrast between dark forcwing and outer primaries and paler hindwing 
triangle. 

Very young Commons have fleshy-pink (even orange-yellow) bills with dark 
tips, which darken to black-brown with less pale red at the base (even virtually 
all-black on a few by September). The legs are dull pinkish-red or yellow-
orange. Arctics have effectively black bills, wim a little fleshy-red at the base at 
first, and red or dark brown legs. The bill colour is usually a good feature. 

Both have white foreheads and black on the crown, nape and down the 
sides of the head in a neat three-lobed cap. Common has a brown or gingery 
tinge over the forehead, making it less clean than Arctic, almbugh this quickly 
wears off. The rump of a young Common is pale grey in, the centre. On Arctic 
it is dead white. 

The underwings are like those of the adults. Above, the Common has the leading 
edge of the inner wing almost blackish. The rest of the wing-coverts are paler, 
the greater coverts (along the midwing or just behind) milky-grey. The secon
daries are darker grey with white tips, forming a grey band across the hindwing. 

On Arctic, the upperwing is essentially dark at the front, grey in the middle 
and white at the back, as the inner primaries and secondaries are the palest grey 
with broad white tips. There is no grey band across the hindwing, but instead 
a long triangle of white. Young Arctics, like adults, are also lighter, smaller, 
more delicate than young Commons, usually the smallest and daintiest of all. 

Roseates at this age are more coarsely marked on top, have dark foreheads 
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with little or no real white, and black legs. l ike adults, their primaries seen 
from underneath have a dusky line towards the tip, but the tips of the feathers 
themselves are see-through white and there is no black trailing edge. 

IMMATURES 

The moult of immature terns is compEcated. By the first mid winter the outer 
wing feathers of Common are worn and six or eight months old. From about 
January to July, the flight feathers are slowly replaced, so the outer ones look 
almost black between February and June while the inner ones look neat and 
pale in first-summer plumage. 

Immatures still not in breeding condition in second-summer—in the third 
calendar year of their life—are variable. Some look much like the first-
summers, but without the blacker outer primaries, sometimes with more red 
on the bill, others are more advanced with adult-like plumage except for 
whiter underparts and some white on the forehead. A few look just like adults, 
but are almost white below and may have dark bills. 

FLIGHT AND BEHAVIOUR 

Commons look elegant and light yet, by comparison, drey are heavy and solid 
next to an Arctic. Roseates are more stable, relatively fast and direct. 

Arctics are bright and white-winged, delicate and supremely free in the air. 
Their long wings are tweaked to a narrow tip, a fine point with a hint of a 
backward curve. Commons' wings are more triangular, a touch broader. 
Common Tern has a bigger, longer head on a longer neck; on Arctic Tern, 
the bill is a fraction shorter, the head rounder, the neck short and thick and the tail 
streamers are longer when fresh and undamaged. Consequently, Common has 
more in front and less behind than Arctic, which is all wings and tail with the body 
blending directly into the short head. Common has longer arms, whereas Arc
tic looks shorter in the am but longer in the wingtip, less cruciform in shape. 

Common Terns are stable and direct in flight; Arctic is more bouncy and 
at the mercy of the wind. Common has a fast, powerful downstroke but a 
faindy lumbering look. Arctic is fluttery, butterfly-like, with a quick, snapped 
upstroke and a slower downbeat—it is easier to see the downstroke than the upbeat on 
Arctic instead of the other way around. 

The shorter-winged Roseate has a suffer action, upstrokes and downstrokes of 
equal speed and emphasis. Its bill is long, head short and quite domed, wings 
ra,mer short and straight and tail very long, spike-like, the whole effect almost like a 
tiny tropicbird Phaethon. 

The diree behave slighdy differendy when fishing. Typically, Commons fly 
along, looking down, then swoop gently upwards, turn back slighdy and 
plunge in. Arctic is more hesitant and hovers, moves, hovers, tihen dips, pauses 
part-way through the dive, hovers momentarily again, then plunges. Roseate 
has a more confident method, flying along, seeing a fish and simply turning 
downhill to 'fly into the water'. 

R. A. Hume, 15 Cedar Gardens, Sandy, Bedfordshire SGI 9 1EY 

A series of reference photographs by Dr R. J. Chandler of these three species will be featured 
in a future issue. EDS 
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